Abstract-By using the theory of point coloring in graph theory, the algorithm in this article converts the relationship among base stations to the relationship between the vertices and lines in a graph, performs the point coloring for the great connecting diagram on the basis of the thought of the wheel diagram, and then determines whether to complete frequency allocation by certain constraint conditions. In additional, we consider a mapping relation among the sets of vertices and frequency points, so as to reduce the same frequency interference among the cells and improve the quality of communication. Based on the analysis on the example of Yanji, the results show that this optimizing mobile frequency allocation method can effectively improve the robustness of the communication, decrease the same frequency interference between the base stations, and achieve the improvement of communication quality.
INTRODUCTION
The coloring of graphs plays a role in graph theory. The origin of the coloring of graphs is famous four color conjecture. In 1852, Guthirie brothers put forward four-color problem about the communication, later developing the famous 4-coloring algorith m now. Graph coloring problem has wide applications in the realm of other sciences, such as the problem about the timetable, labor d ivision, transportation and so on. Many practical problems can be converted to graph coloring problem. Its main idea is that a network topology which consists of base stations is abstracted into a graphic model, and then establishing the wheel figure model according to the point coloring model in graph theory we realize configuration problems of the frequency points.
The frequency configuration for the mobile co mmunication systems has become one of the important technologies of mo bile communication research. In recent years, mobile communications business in China constantly expands the scales, and the forms of mobile commun ication are developing daily. Then, the 4G technology has been promoted and operated. In this case, accounting for the optimization of wireless network operating environment and the best optimal coverage of various typical frequencies in mobile communication networks, the guarantee for network convenience and safety of operation has become a main problem for communication development in the future. Take examp le for TD-SCDMA network, its construction and development always go along with actual network test. Through testing to master network performance and finding the existing problems, and then in view of the problem we seek the best optimal method to solve the problem step by step and achieve the purpose about the network optimization. Moreover, there are a large number of researchers who committed to the research from several aspects to improve the quality of the communication in mobile cellular network, so many frequency point allocating schemes for base stations are proposed. For examp le, the authors of references [1, 2, 3] studied the frequency allocating schemes based on the swarm intelligence algorithm respectively, which were co mbined with frequency point distribution model, reducing the same frequency interference between the base stations .Recently, the interference figure of adaptive subband allocation algorithm presented in reference [4] to deal with the problem of subband distribution for femtocells, reduces the interference between macrocells and femtocells. The cognitive spectrum allocation algorithm based on graph coloring is proposed reference [5] , which minimizes the interference between the base stations. In reference [6] , the author proposes a new method of dynamic spectrum allocation to reduce the interference in the systems and improve the utilization of the frequency points. The researches on the distribution of frequency points for cellular base stations have improved the communication quality. However, the algorithm robustness remains imp roved further because of obvious redundancy phenomenon for existing mobile frequency allocation algorithm. Due to some shortcomings (such as large same frequency interference, bad robustness) for the existing methods of mobile frequency distribution, this paper proposes a mobile frequency allocation method based on graph theory.
II.
SYSTEM MODEL Converting the adjoining relationship between the base stations into a connection graph in graph theory, the connection graph which is called base station connection graph is denoted by G (V, E). The set V is a non-empty vertex set, the set E (called the edge set of graph G) is an edge set constituted by disorder pairs of different elements in the set V, where the base stations are designed into a set of vertices V in the connection graph, and adjoining relations are designed into the edge set E. Consequently, frequency optimization scheme can be transformed into vertex coloring for the connection graph. The corresponding relations between the connection graph of base stations and mobile co mmunication parameters can be expressed as shown in table 1. The edges and vertices in the base station connection graph are divided into two sets, namely the greatest set and the limit set, respectively denoted by
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1 E and 2
E
. The principle which is divided is that the greatest set 1 E contains the most edges and the vertices connected by these edges under the condition excepting the intersections among the vertices and all edges without other intersection points in one set. The limit set 2 E is the rest edges which are removed from the greatest set in the connection graph and vertices connected by the edges.
The graph of the greatest set 1 E is completed into the greatest connection graph. As a result, a wheel graph model which is equal to the number of boundary points is derived.
And then, considering vertex coloring method in wheel graph theory we perform point coloring for vertexes in the greatest set.
III. SIMULATION MODEL

A. Algorithm Basic Idea
The completed greatest connection graph is made up of several wheel graph models and each non-boundary vertex is a center vertex in a wheel graph model, so we can use 4-coloring for the greatest plane graph [7, 8, 9] theory and Boolean equations to complete the vertex coloring for each wheel graph models.
B. Solution by the Calculation Using Boolean Equations and 4-Coloring Theories
Though Boolean equations [10, 11] and constraint conditions, the recursive formula for the vertex coloring is expressed as follows: is keying coefficient. In general, the number of frequency points for configuration is more than four. Therefore, the connection graph can not use the simple 4-coloring. So in order to use frequency point more effectively, the authors introduce the keying coefficient, which divides all frequency points into several sets consisting of four elements.
Because all sets of the 4-coloring for the great connection graph and a subset of the n dimension Boolean vector space V are of one to one correspondence, the vertex coloring problem can be converted to Boolean equation problem. Then define a Boolean function on the n dimension Boolean vector space V, which is written as: Then, on the basis of Boolean function we can determine whether each wheel graph succeeds in point coloring.As mentioned above, isolated graph consisting of n nodes can be represented by a wheel graph model, which can be mathematically written as
.If the network can complete point coloring, then satisfy the equation
is , each child wheel graph model can get the correct point coloring. The coloring problem that the greatest connection graph is completed can be judged by
C. Frequency Point Distribution Method for the Whole Network
Considering many vertex coloring schemes which are obtained from the subsection 3.2 for the greatest connection graph, and then the authors act the limit set 2 E as constraint conditions, and judge that the vertex coloring scheme among the greatest set 1 E is reasonable or not. Thus, we can select vertex coloring schemes which are suitable for the whole base station connection graph.
The limit set also meet the mapping relationship of the connection graph. If the base station connection graph G completes the normal frequency point configuration, the frequency distribution for cells [12] meet mapping relationship between the frequency points and vertices in the connection graph. As a result, the vertex set V in the graph G corresponds and maps to the set P of frequency distribution for cells, namely 
The frequency scheme which is constrained by the limit set fig. 1 .
IV. ANALYSIS OF APPLICATION
In order to analyze the performance of the frequency allocation algorith m based on graph theory, in this case, this paper takes example of the application of mobile communication frequency configuration at walking streets in Yan ji. Then the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm is verified. First of all, the data for the wireless communication in grids is extracted. Consider that the way is the road test (DT), and the average speed is 25 kilo meters per hour. After testing we can find that, the biggest traffic throughout is in the center of the west square in Yanji whose square is nearly 2300 square meters. As shown in fig. 3 , through the analysis it can be found that, due to there are a large amount of customers during the early peak flow, the base station density is higher. In this case, the workers for the optimal network use batch frequency point software to optimize the frequency point, which can lead to the stronger same frequency interference under the TD-SCDMA channels (the areas denoted by red are less C/I, green for the areas where is normal C/I, blue for the areas where is normal C/I). Then, we use the mobile frequency configuration optimization algorithm based on graph theory to make TD-SCDMA frequency point configuration for street areas in figure and area engineering optimization. According to the antenna azimuth of the base station, the base station connection graph which describes the west square in Yanji is obtained, as shown in fig. 2 The condition that the optimized walking street is retest is shown in figure 4 . By co mparing the fig. 3 with fig. 4 , it can be obtained that before the frequency optimization for mobile network, the carrier-to-interference ratio at walking street in Yan ji load is small which means that the same frequency interference is serious and network signal coverage is uneven. After the network frequency point optimized, the performance for CINR is better with less frequency interference and more even wireless network coverage at the most area of the walking street.
V. CONCLUSIONS Due to the same frequency interference between the mobile communication base stations, and bad communication quality which can't meet the requirements of users, this paper proposes a mobile frequency allocation algorithm based on graph theory. The analysis for the mobile frequency points configuring scheme in Yanji verifies the efficiency of the algorithm proposed in this paper. As a consequence, not only the performance has a greater degree of improvement and has higher robustness than the other existing methods, but also it is more suitable for the application of mobile frequency point configuration.
